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In recent years, exploring the possible use of separable states as resource for achieving quantum informa-
tion processing(QIP) tasks has been gaining increasing significance. In this context, a particularly important
demonstration has been that non-vanishing discord is the necessary condition for the separable states to be used
as resource for remotely preparing any arbitrary pure target state [Nature Physics 8, 666(2012)]. The present
work stems from our observation that not only resource states with same discord can imply different efficiencies
(in terms of average fidelity) of the remote state preparation (RSP) protocol, but also states with higher discord
can imply lower RSP efficiency. This, therefore, necessitates identification of the relevant feature of quantum
correlations which can appropriately quantify effectiveness of the resource state for the RSP protocol. To this
end, for the two-qubit Bell-diagonal states, we show that an appropriate measure of simultaneous correlations in
three mutually unbiased bases can serve to quantify usefulness of the resource for the RSP task using entangled
as well as separable states, including non-discordant states as resource. In particular, it is revealed that zero-
discord states having such non-vanishing measure can be useful for remotely preparing a subset of pure target
states. Thus, this work shows that, using separable states, an effective resource for QIP tasks such as RSP can
be provided by simultaneous correlations in mutually unbiased bases.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Ta
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of far-reaching implications of quantum foun-
dational aspects of entanglement and its various applications
in quantum information constitutes one of the most vibrant
areas of research in contemporary science. Neverthless, it
has been recognized that the paradigm of entanglement cap-
tures only a particular segment of correlations inherent in the
quantum regime, and the study of useful correlations inher-
ent in separable states, along with their applicability in quan-
tum information processing(QIP) tasks, is attracting increas-
ing attention. This is essentially because, compared to entan-
gled states, separable states are easier to produce, manipulate
and protect against decohering effects. In this context, vari-
ous measures of ”quantumness” of correlations beyond entan-
glement have been suggested [1–3], chief amongst them be-
ing quantum discord[1, 4]. It is also important to note that
while entanglement has been established as a resource for
QIP protocols using pure states [5, 6], there exist examples
of QIP tasks where bipartite separable states can act as re-
source. For instance, consider the protocol of quantum state
merging where, given an unknown quantum state distributed
over two systems, the task is to determine how much quan-
tum communication is needed to transfer the complete state to
one system [7]. It has been shown [8, 9] that quantum discord
quantifies the usefulness of separable states in the context of
this protocol. Further, consider the task of deterministic quan-
tum computational protocol of efficient estimation of the trace
of a unitary matrix, namely, what is known as the ”power of
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one qubit” model; it has been shown that quantum discord
can be used as a figure of merit to characterize whether such
a protocol is successfully implemented [10]. Girolami et.al.
have also shown that quantum discord determines the neces-
sary condition for bipartite qubit state to be useful for showing
the so-called interferometric power of quantum states [11].
Against the above backdrop, focusing on a particular QIP
task, viz, remote state preparation (RSP) [12, 13], the moti-
vation underlying the present paper stems from the fact that
while non-vanishing discord has been shown to provide the
necessary condition for successful implementation of the RSP
task [14], we’ve found that higher discord states do not nec-
essarily imply higher efficiency (in terms of optimal quadratic
fidelity) of the RSP protocol with respect to a specific target
state. Thus, there is a need for characterizing the efficiency of
RSP for a general class of resource states, including entangled
as well as separable states, in terms of a suitable measure of
quantum correlations. On the other hand, for the analogous
QIP task of teleportation, entanglement is deemed to be the
necessary condition [5, 15], as well as it characterizes the effi-
ciency of the protocol [16]. The central result of this paper is
that a suitable measure of efficiency of the RSP protocol (say,
in terms of average optimal quadratic fidelity) is found to be
in direct correspondence with an appropriate measure of si-
multaneous correlations in three mutually unbiased bases [2],
which is non-zero for any non-product state. This, in particu-
lar, enables to capture effectiveness of the zero discord states
for remotely preparing a class of pure target states. Further,
given any two non-zero discord states as resource for remotely
preparing a target state, we show that it is the simultaneous
correlation in mutually unbiased bases that determines which
particular resource state can be more useful than the other. Ex-
planation of the reason for discord to fail as the quantifier of
RSP efficiency is a highlight of the present paper.
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2The recently introduced measures of simultaneous cor-
relations in mutually unbiased bases(SCMUB) inherent in
the quantum state seek to quantify ”quantumness” by the
persistence of correlations in incompatible bases used to
measure the state[2, 17]. Correlations in a given basis are
quantified using the Holevo quantity, and comparing amongst
incompatible bases their respective Holevo quantities, one
can obtain a series of quantumness measures by choosing sets
of bases that maximize the amount of simultaneous correla-
tions in the sense whose precise meaning will be explained
later. Incompatible bases used to define these measures of
correlations are chosen to be mutually unbiased, meaning that
if a particular member of a basis is measured, it is projected
with equal probability onto all members of the corresponding
incompatible basis. A class of these measures[2] has been
shown to vanish if and only if the state in question is a
product state, which in turn raises the question as to whether
the correlations captured using such measures can provide
an effective characterization of efficiency in QIP tasks using
separable states. An affirmative answer to this question is
provided in the present paper in the context of a specific QIP
task, namely, Remote State Preparation.
The plan of the paper is as follows In Section II we give an
overview of the general RSP protocol along with the nuances
regarding the condition pertaining to successful implementa-
tion of the RSP protocol and the role of quantum discord in
this regard. This is followed by examples of resource states for
which quantum discord cannot successfully explain the higher
efficiency of the RSP protocol. In Section III we discuss the
effectiveness/strength of the resource state pertaining to RSP
protocol in terms of average optimal quadratic fidelity. In Sec-
tion IV, a suitable measure of simultaneous correlations in mu-
tually unbiased bases is identified and related to the measure
of RSP efficiency. In Section V, we take zero discord states
as resource and show in what way it can be used as an effec-
tive resource for remotely preparing a particular set of pure
target states. The ramifications of our results are discussed in
Section VI.
II. REMOTE STATE PREPARATION (RSP)–AN
OVERVIEW
The RSP protocol [12] seeks to demonstrate that by using
a shared bipartite state as resource, a specified quantum state
(hereby referred to as target state) can be prepared at a distant
location by classical communication of local quantum mea-
surement outcomes. Operationally, we can outline the RSP
protocol as follows: Alice and Bob share a general bipartite
qubit state given by
ρ =
1
4
I ⊗ I + ∑
i
aiσi ⊗ I +
∑
j
b jI ⊗ σ j +
∑
k
Ekσk ⊗ σk

(1)
here i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 and |E|1 ≥ |E|2 ≥ |E|3 are the non-zero
diagonal elements of the correlation matrix E. In this paper
special emphasize is given on the class of states for which the
local marginals of Alice and Bob are maximally mixed, i.e.
ai = bi = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. This particular class of bipartite
qubit state is known as Bell diagonal state. Both parties agree
to prepare a pure state(specified, say, by Bloch vector ~t) in the
plane perpendicular to Bloch vector ~β. Thus, the set of all tar-
get states for a particular RSP protocol correspond to the great
circle specified by the unit norm Bloch vector ~β perpendicular
to the great circle. This implies that different instances of RSP
protocols correspond to different Bloch vector ~β.
Consider a typical RSP scenario where Alice performs a
projective, two-outcome measurement specified by ~α. The
measurement outcomes α = ±1 are encoded in a single
classical-bit and communicated to Bob. Bob then performs
a local operation corresponding to Alice’s measurement
outcome. If α = 1, Bob performs no operation, while if
α = −1, a pi rotation perpendicular to ~β is performed on Bob’s
particle. The Bloch vector of the state prepared as a result of
these steps is denoted by ~t.
It has been shown that if maximally entangled state is used
as shared bipartite state, the known target state can be exactly
prepared (maximum efficiency) [12, 13]. Furthermore, if one
uses noisy entangled state as resource, then also one can im-
plement RSP [18], albeit with less efficiency. In that case, the
actually prepared state is, in general, a mixture of a pure state
and its orthogonal state. If the weightage factors of such a
mixture are unequal, this is deemed to be the criterion for an
effective implementation of RSP [18]. This is because, cor-
responding to a target state, if the optimally prepared state
in RSP turns out to be maximally mixed, then in such a sce-
nario, the correlations in the resource state do not play any
role. Thus, the signature of what constitutes an effective im-
plementation of RSP protocol is that the prepared state is dif-
ferent from maximally mixed state [14].
Now, considering the efficiency of an effective RSP pro-
tocol, this is directly proportional to how much closer to the
target state (specified by Bloch vector ~t) is the prepared state
(specified by Bloch vector ~p); this can be quantified in terms
of either the quadratic fidelity (equivalently, the pay-off func-
tion)Pq(~t, ~p) = (~t.~p)2 or the linear fidelityPl(~t, ~p) = 12 (1+~t.~p).
IfPq is zero (or equivalently,Pl is half) then the prepared state
is maximally mixed; i.e., the RSP protocol has not been effec-
tively implemented. If the prepared state is the same as target
state then Pq = 1 (or, equivalently Pl = 1) whence RSP is im-
plemented with maximum efficiency. Therefore, we can take
bothPq andPl as measure of efficiency.The treatment that fol-
lows in this paper is given in terms of quadratic fidelity. For
a particular target state, the maximum efficiency (quadratic
fidelity[19]) that can be achieved is given by
max
~p
Pq
(
~t, ~p
)
= Pmaxq
(
~t
)
(2)
where the maximization is done over all remotely prepared
states that can be achieved with respect to local operations of
Alice and ρ is the shared state.
Since a particular RSP protocol is specified by the shared
information about the angle β of the great circle on the Bloch
sphere, the effectiveness of the shared state corresponding to
3a RSP protocol where the target states lie on the great circle
specified by β can be given by [14]
Pavq
(
~β
)
=
∫
d~tPmaxq
(
~t, ρ
)
2pi
(3)
Here, the integration is performed over all pure target states
~t lies on the great circle ~β. If Pavq (~β) is zero then an effec-
tive RSP protocol cannot be implemented for any pure target
state that lies on the great circle specified by ~β. Therefore,
Pavq (~β) , 0 gives the necessary condition for an effective im-
plementation of RSP. Note that, here averaging of the maxi-
mum RSP efficiencies corresponding to different target states,
Pavq (~β) characterizes effectiveness of the resource states for the
given RSP protocol. Further, if one considers minimization of
Pavq (~β) with respect to β and find the condition on the shared
resource state such that the Fq = minβ Pavq (~β) , 0, then this
would give the necessary condition on the resource state such
that it can implement RSP protocol corresponding to any great
circle.i.e.
Pavq
(
~β
)
, 0 ∀0 ≤ β ≤ pi
Now, it is relevant to note the connection between the quan-
tity Fq and quantum discord which, for Bell diagonal states,
is given by
D (ρAB) =
√
E22 + E
2
3
2
(4)
It is thus seen that D(ρAB) is equal to the quantity Fq =
minβ Pavq (~β) [14]. Therefore, Fq = minβ Pavq (~β) , 0 implies
non-vanishing quantum discord. Thus, only if quantum dis-
cord is non-zero, using Bell diagonal resource state one can
effectively implement the RSP protocol for at least some pure
target state corresponding to any great circle in the Bloch
sphere.
From the above discussion it follows that if a state with van-
ishing discord is used as resource for RSP, the most one can
contend is the existence of at least one great circle for which
RSP cannot be implemented for any pure target state on that
great circle. Nevertheless, this does not rule out using zero
discord state as resource for an effective RSP corresponding
to at least one great circle.
Next, let us examine the question of quantification of ef-
fectiveness of the resource state for RSP. Recall that, a shared
state is considered to be effective for RSP of a given target
state ~t if the remotely prepared state is not maximally mixed
(~p , 0) and is an unequal mixture of the target state and its
orthogonal state; in other words, then the maximum quadratic
fidelity Pmaxq (~t) , 0. Quantification of effectiveness of the re-
source state for remotely preparing a given target state would
then entail comparing two different resource states for the pur-
pose of an effective RSP in the following sense: Given two
different resource states, one of them is deemed to be more
effective than the other for RSP if the prepared state lies fur-
ther from the maximally mixed state compared to using the
other resource state.
Next, from the feature that quantum discord is equal to
the minimum of the average fidelity Pavq (~β), it is prima fa-
cie evident that discord cannot quantify the effectiveness of
the resource state in the RSP protocol for any given ~β. To
be more precise, if we take two separable bipartite quantum
states having non-zero discord and ask which one of them
can perform better as resource for RSP of an arbitrary target
state, it may happen that the state with less quantum discord
will perform better. To see this explicitly, consider the follow-
ing two classes of states, namely, maximally entangled state
mixed with correlated and anti-correlated noise respectively.
ρc(p) = p |ψ−〉 〈ψ−| + (1 − p)2 (|01〉 〈01| + |10〉 〈10|) (5)
ρg(p) = p |ψ−〉 〈ψ−| + (1 − p)2 (|00〉 〈00| + |11〉 〈11|) (6)
Next, the argument goes as follows. Consider RSP of a
particular pure target state, |ψ(θ, φ)〉 = cos θ |0〉 + eiφ sin θ |1〉.
It can be shown that maximum quadratic fidelity Pmaxq corre-
sponding to the resource states ρc and ρg are respectively
Pmaxq (ρc(p)) =
1
2
[1 + p + (1 − p) cos 2θ] (7)
and
Pmaxq (ρg(p)) =
1
2
[3p + (1 − p) cos 2θ − 1] (8)
It can be easily checked thatPq(ρc(p)) ≥ Pq(ρg(p)) for all val-
ues of p. Then comparing the effectiveness of ρc(p) and ρg(p)
for RSP protocol corresponding to the great circle character-
ized by ~β containing the pure target state |ψ(θ, φ)〉, it is clear
from Eqs. (7) and (8) that ρc(p) outperforms ρg(p); therefore,
Pavq (~β, ρc(p)) ≥ Pavq (~β, ρg(p)) implying ρc(p) to be more ef-
fective as the resource state compared to ρg(p) for the RSP
protocol characterized by any ~β.
Next, note that for p ≤ 13 , D(ρc) ≤ D(ρg), which can be
checked from Eqs(5) and (6) using Eq.(4). In view of the
preceding discussion it follows that, if p ≤ 13 , lower discord
states ρc(p) correspond to higher efficiency in the RSP proto-
col characterized by any ~β. Note that this result holds good
even if one uses maximum linear fidelity [cite] as a measure
of efficiency in the RSP protocol characterized by β.
The above analysis naturally begs the question as to what
aspect of quantum correlation can serve as an appropriate
quantifier of efficiency of the resource state used for RSP cor-
responding to a given ~β. This is addressed in the following
section using the notion of simultaneous correlations in mutu-
ally unbiased bases (SCMUB) whose preliminary ideas have
been already introduced in the introduction.
III. QUANTIFYING RESOURCE FOR RSP USING
SIMULTANEOUS CORRELATIONS IN MUTUALLY
UNBIASED BASES (SCMUB)
Let Alice and Bob share a bipartite d × d dimensional state
ρAB. Upper bound on the accessible information about Alice’s
4measurement {ΠAi := |ai〉 〈ai|} available to Bob when ρAB is
used as a resource channel is given by the Holevo quantity
pertaining to the ensemble {pi, ρBi } corresponding to Bob’s end
[4] and is defined as follows:
χ
(
ρAB, {ΠAi }
)
:= S
∑
i
piρBi
 −∑
i
piS
(
ρBi
)
, (9)
where S (ρ) = −Tr[ρ log ρ] is the von Neumann entropy and
ρBi = TrA(Π
A
i ⊗1 BρAB)/pi, with pi = Tr(ΠAi ⊗1 BρAB) and 1 B is
the identity operator on Bob’s side. The maximum accessible
information available to Bob about distinguishable outcomes
(classical random variable) pertaining to an arbitrary measure-
ment basis {ΠAi } when ρAB is used as a resource channel is
given by
C1 = max{ΠAi }
χ
(
ρAB, {ΠAi }
)
(10)
Therefore, one can interpret C1 given by above Eq. (10) as
the maximum amount of classical information contained in a
state ρAB [17].
A fundamental feature of quantum mechanics is the exis-
tence of mutually unbiased bases. Two sets of complete bases,
say {|a1i 〉} and {|a2j〉} in Hilbert space of dimension d are de-
fined to be mutually unbiased if and only if
|〈a1i |a2j〉| =
1√
d
.
It was pointed out in [2, 17] that simultaneous existence of
accessable information in sets of mutually unbiased bases is a
quantum phenomena. Based on this idea, a series of measures
that seek to capture quantum correlations corresponding to a
state ρAB,have been proposed [2, 17]. To be more precise, let
us denote by Ω the set of all pairs of bases that are mutually
unbiased with each other, that is to say:
ΩA := {{{|a1i 〉A}, {|a2j〉A}} : |A 〈a1i |a2j〉A | =
1√
d
∀i, j ∈ (1, 2, ..., d)}
One can now define the quantity C2 as the maximum
amount of simultaneous correlations that exist in any given
pair of mutually unbiased bases (SCMUB), that is [2]:
C2 = max
ΠA1 ,Π
A
2 ∈Ω
min[χ(ρAB, {ΠA1 }), χ(ρAB, {ΠA2 )}], (11)
where {ΠAi } represents the basis of measurement in Alice’s lo-
cal Hilbert space. This definition can be easily generalized by
performing the minimization process above using more than
two mutually unbiased bases pertaining to Alice’s part of the
joint Hilbert space. For a bipartite quantum state ρAB with the
local Hilbert space dimension in Alice’s side being d, one can
define the quantity as in Eq. (11) with m mutually unbiased
bases, here 3 ≤ m ≤ d + 1.
Note that for d = 2, the measure of SCMUB defined as in
Eq. (11) cannot be generalized with more than three bases
since for qubit systems there cannot be more than three mutu-
ally unbiased bases. Next, similar to the quantity C2, one can
define C3 as follows [2]:
C3 = max
ΠA1 ,Π
A
2 ,Π
A
3 ∈ΛA
min[χ(ρAB, {ΠA1 }), χ(ρAB, {ΠA2 }), χ(ρAB, {ΠA3 })],
(12)
where the set of all triads of mutually unbiased bases in Al-
ice’s Hilbert space is denoted by ΛA as
ΛA := {{{|a1i 〉A}, {|a2j〉A , {|a3k〉A}} : |A 〈a1i |a2j〉A | = |A 〈a2j |a3k〉A |
= |A 〈a3k |a1i 〉A | =
1√
d
∀i, j, k ∈ (1, 2, ...d)}. (13)
To date, the quantity C3 has been explicitly calculated only
for certain states. The key results relevant to our purpose here
are as follows:
• C3(ρAB) = 0 iff ρAB is a product state.
• For bipartite qubit Bell diagonal states(~a = ~b = 0, E jk =
δ jkE j), the quantity C3 is given by
C3(ρAB) = 1 − h

1 +
√(
E21 + E
2
2 + E
2
3
)
/3)
2
 (14)
where h is the von Neumann entropy function.
Now, recalling the earlier discussed example in Section II
showing an inadequacy of quantum discord to correctly quan-
tify the efficiency of RSP protocol pertaining to target states
on a specified great circle characterized by ~β, note that from
Eqs. (7) and (8) it can be seen that C3(ρc) is greater than
C3(ρg) corresponding to Pavq (β, ρc) ≥ Pavq (β, ρg), thereby cir-
cumventing the inadequacy of quantum discord in this con-
text.
At this stage, it is important to recognize that the above
analysis is based on the measure of efficiency Pavq (~β) defined
by Eq. (3) which compares the effectiveness using two differ-
ent resource states for a specific RSP protocol which essen-
tially corresponds to a particular ~β. Thus, for the completeness
of the above analysis, it is required to consider the gamut of
RSP protocols for a given resource state by spanning the en-
tire range of ~β and define a suitable measure of RSP efficiency
for that particular resource state as follows:
G =
∫ d~βPavq (~β)∫
d~β
(15)
where the integrations in the numerator and denominator are
done over all choices of ~β. Note that if G vanishes, this means
that there are no states that can be remotely prepared closer to
the target state other than the maximally mixed state, thereby
indicating ineffectiveness of the RSP protocol for a given re-
source state corresponding to any value of ~β; i.e., Pavq (~β) = 0
5for all ~β. Therefore, non-vanishing of the quantity G can be
taken to signify a necessary condition for effectiveness of the
RSP protocol for a given resource state.
One can now calculateG given by Eq. (15 for Bell-diagonal
states by averaging Pavq (~β) over all choices of Bloch vector
~β. This can be done by noting that the optimized quadratic
fidelity for a particular RSP scenario, averaged over all target
states can be expressed in the following form [14]:
Pavq (~β) = ||E||2 − ~β†(E†E)~β (16)
where ||E||2 = ∑ jk E2jk = ∑i E2i is the invariant norm of the
correlation matrix E for the quantum state and A† is the trans-
pose of the quantity A. The Bloch vector ~β is now represented
as the column vector. The term ~β†(E†E)~β, when averaged
over all choices of ~β, can be shown to be equal to 13
∑
i E2i
(its derivation is given in Appendix A), which, together with
Eq. (16), implies the following, expression for the quantity G
G = 2
3
(
E21 + E
2
2 + E
2
3
)
(17)
Let us now pose more precisely the issue of effectiveness
of resource states for RSP pertaining to any pure target state.
Consider a target state ~t = {~ti} with i = 1, 2, 3 are the com-
ponents of the Bloch vector ~t along three mutually orthogonal
directions and two Bell diagonal states ρ and ρ′ with the cor-
relation matrix diag[E1, E2, E2] and diag[E′1, E
′
2, E
′
2] respec-
tively. Let both ρ and ρ′ be able to remotely prepare the target
state as non-maximally mixed state. If we assume ρ outper-
forms ρ′ for such a target state, then the following should hold
good
Pmaxq (ρ,~t) ≥ Pmaxq (ρ′,~t)
whence, ∑
i
E2i t
2
i ≥
∑
i
E′2i t
2
i
and ∑
i
[E2i − E′2i ]t2i ≥ 0 (18)
Note that ∑
i
[E2i − E′2i ] ≥
∑
i
[E2i − E′2i ]t2i
therefore ∑
i
E2i ≥
∑
i
E′2i (19)
From Eq. (19), using Eq. (17), one can infer G(ρ) ≥ G(ρ′).
Therefore, given a target state and two resource states, the
RSP corresponding to a higher value of G works better. Thus,
the quantity G can serve as an appropriate measure of effec-
tiveness of the shared state corresponding to RSP protocol as
explained above.
Notice that the fidelity quantity G does not vanish for zero-
discord Bell-diagonal states (which are of the form E =
diag[E1, 0, 0]), showing that zero discord states may still be of
use for remote preparation of at least some target state since
the optimized quadratic fidelity Pmaxq has support on the set of
target states defined by at least some choice of the Bloch vec-
tor ~β. In other words, zero-discord states are useful as resource
for implementing RSP for a class of target states pertaining to
at least one choice of Bloch plane perpendicular to ~β. Thus,
this complements the results of Dakic et al [14], who showed
that for all discordant states, RSP can be implemented for pure
target states drawn from any great circle corresponding to an
arbitrary choice of ~β.
IV. RELATING THE FIDELITY QUANTITY GWITH THE
SCMUB MEASURES
Having defined in the preceding section an appropriate fi-
delity quantity G for RSP, in order to connect it with a suitable
measure of correlations in the resource state, we obtain from
Eqs. (14) and (17) the following analytical relationship be-
tween C3 and G pertaining to two-qubit Bell diagonal states:
C3 = 1 − h
(
1 +
√G
2
√
2
)
(20)
It can be shown that C3 is a monotonically increasing function
ofG. To see this, note that, if a function f (x) is continuous and
differentiable in an arbitrary interval a ≤ x ≤ b then f (x) is a
monotonically increasing function of x. Now, if the derivative
of f (x) with respect to x is not negative, i.e., d f (x)dx ≥ 0 for all
x ∈ [a, b], by differentiating the left hand side of Eq. (20) with
respect to G, it can be checked that dC3dG ≥ 0 for all values of G
which implies that as G increases, C3 also increases.
Upshot of the above argument is that the relationship be-
tween C3 and G given by Eq. (20) implies that for any pair
of two-qubit Bell diagonal states, higher value of C3 always
implies higher value of G, which in turn implies higher value
of efficiency of the resource state for RSP. Therefore, for this
class of states, it is legitimate to regard the simultaneous cor-
relation in three mutually unbiased bases, quantified by C3,
as quantitative resource for the RSP protocol characterized by
the quantity G.
It then immediately follows that the vanishing of G neces-
sarily implies the vanishing ofC3 which, as mentioned earlier,
corresponds to product states. We can therefore infer that for
RSP using product states, the fidelity function has no support
on any plane defined by the direction ~β, that is to say, using the
RSP protocol, no state can be remotely prepared closer to the
target state than the maximally mixed state. This implies that
all non-product resource states (including zero-discord states)
can be used to remotely prepare some fraction of states that
are closer to the target state than the maximally mixed state.
6Here it is relevant to note that Horodecki et. al.[19] dis-
cussed the efficiency of the RSP protocol in terms of the min-
imization of average fidelity (quadratic or linear) over all the
great circles. However, such a quantity as the efficiency mea-
sure does not capture the feature mentioned above about use-
fulness of any non-product state as resource in RSP pertain-
ing to at least some fraction of target states. In other words,
the existence of any great circle for which RSP can be non-
trivially effective can only be inferred from the averaging of
F avq (~β) over all the great circles characterized by ~β, as has been
shown in our above discussion.
Finally, we take note of the work by Giorgi [20] which
showed that using local operations one can induce quantum
discord in the shared resource state of initially zero discord,
thereby making the resource state effective for RSP protocol
corresponding to any great circle of the Bloch sphere, denoted
by ~β. In light of the treatment given in this paper, it seems
enticing to try to investigate whether the validity of the afore-
mentioned result can be shown by appropriately viewing the
local operations as physically relevant unitary operations.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
To put it succinctly, the measure of simultaneous corre-
lations in three mutually unbiased bases denoted as C3 has
been demonstrated to be the appropriate quantifier of effi-
ciency for effectively implementing remote preparation of a
non-vanishing fraction of target states which, in turn, leads to
the implication that zero discord states can also serve as an
effective resource state for RSP. This finding is distinct from
the one made in [14], where the necessity of quantum discord
has been argued to ensure that there is a finite proportion of
target states that can be remotely prepared for any choice of
Bloch vector ~β. Relaxing the efficiency requirement so as to
entail not the worst case scenario but rather the average effect,
a significant consequence is that correlations inherent in the
resource state beyond discord can become useful in enabling
meaningful remote preparation of a finite proportion of tar-
get states pertaining to at least some great circle on the Bloch
sphere. Moreover, in the treatment by Dakic et. al. [14], the
characterization of RSP, which is in the worst case scenario,
involves the correlations of the two-qubit states with respect to
the Bell-diagonal state along only any two axes. On the other
hand, in general, the implementation of RSP makes use of the
correlations present in the resource state pertaining to all three
axes. Thus, the quantity C3 which is a function of correlations
in all three axes of the two-qubit state becomes naturally most
suited for characterizing the role of the resource state for RSP.
Here we may stress that this work constitutes the first ap-
plication of simultaneous correlation in mutually unbiased
bases(SCMUB) in the context of a QIP task, thereby comple-
menting the recent demonstration of quantitative relationship
between the amount of steerability and the SCMUB measures
[21]. Thus, such investigations underscore the need to com-
prehensively explore various ramifications of SCMUB in the
context of both quantum fundamental effects and QIP tasks.
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Appendix A: Supplementary
Here we will show the following result for the two-qubit
Bell diagonal state∫
d~β~β†(E†E)~β
d~β
=
1
3
||E||2 (A1)
Let us take
~β =
sin θ sin φsin θ cos φ
cos θ
 (A2)
Then, the L.H.S of Eq. (A1) can be written as
∫ ∫
[E21 sin
2 θ sin2 φ + E22 sin
2 θ cos2 φ + E21 cos
2 θ] sin θdθdφ∫ ∫
sinθdθdφ
Note that, Bloch vectors perpendicular to all the great cir-
cles lie on one hemisphere of the Bloch sphere. Therefore, if
we start from the great circle corresponding to the equator and
continue to vary the orientation of the great circle to get the
different values of θ and φ, the limits of the integration will be
from 0 to pi for θ and 0 to pi for φ. Then, using the above math-
ematical expression for LHS pertaining Eq. (A1) and putting
the corresponding limits in the integration we obtain from Eq.
(A1) the following result used in the text preceding Eq. (17)
∫
d~β~β†(E†E)~β
d~β
=
1
3
||E||2 (A3)
